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Pie Chart Explorer Download [Win/Mac]

Pie Chart Explorer is a very useful and unique program which let you create pie charts. You can also use the software to import
your own data sets or to create your own pie charts. Features: Data columns Pie chart properties Pie chart colors Pie chart chart
width and height Pie chart gap between the pies Pie Chart Properties Description: All the properties of a pie chart can be set on
the pie chart properties tab. There is no need to calculate them before you are ready to use it because all the properties you need
are already set here. By default the chart is set to a 100% size but you can change the width and height here. The gap between
the pies can be changed here. Import data sets: This software is very easy to use. It contains an Import button that can let you
import data sets from various places like CSV, Excel or from a JAR file. Pie Chart Colors Description: Pie Chart Colors is an
application specially designed to let you choose different pie chart colors. You can also use this software to set different colors
to the pie chart borders. Now you can use this accessible, handy and easy-to-use Java-based software to create fast charts for
your projects. Pie Chart Colors Description: Pie Chart Colors is a very useful and unique program which let you choose
different pie chart colors. You can also use the software to set different colors to the pie chart borders. You can find the options
to change pie chart colors here. Pie Chart Chart Width and height Description: Change the properties of the pie chart: This
software is very easy to use. It contains an Import button that can let you import data sets from various places like CSV, Excel
or from a JAR file. Calculate pie charts: Calculate the percentage of your pie chart. You can use the pie chart properties such as
the number of pies on the chart, the chart size or the size of the pies to calculate the percentage of a pie chart. Pie Chart Gap
Between Pies Description: Change the pie charts gap between the pies. You can set the gap between the pies to 0.1 or 10
percents. Pie Chart Description: Pie Chart Description is an application specially designed to create pie charts. You can also use
this software to make 3D pie charts. Now you can use this accessible

Pie Chart Explorer Crack +

Pie Chart Explorer Free Download is designed to help you create pie charts quickly and easily. This freeware tool includes an
easy-to-use interface and a vast number of customization options. Once you’ve created your charts, you can easily print them.
You can save the file as a PDF if you need to. Now you can use this accessible, handy and easy-to-use Java-based software to
create fast charts for your projects. Pie Chart Explorer Features: Pie Chart Explorer – Easy to use You can create really
attractive pie charts for your projects with ease. Create custom charts in seconds. You can edit any element like colors, border
style, and so on. Pie Chart Explorer – Innovative You can create your own version of the pie chart. You can save it as a PDF
file. You can save the chart in the clipboard. Pie Chart Explorer – Interactive You can drag and drop elements to complete the
pie chart. Pie Chart Explorer – Easy to Use You can create pie charts with ease. Creating a pie chart is as easy as a pie. To
create a pie chart, you can simply set the elements. Pie Chart Explorer – Print Chart You can simply print the chart. You can
either print the PDF chart as an image or as a PDF file. Pie Chart Explorer – Customize You can customize the elements of the
chart you create. You can place your custom text anywhere on the chart. Pie Chart Explorer – Open Source The software is
available under a free open-source license. Pie Chart Explorer – Offers Premium Tools You can easily create attractive pie
charts using this software. But if you want more options, you can download the premium version for free. Now you can use this
accessible, handy and easy-to-use Java-based software to create fast charts for your projects. Pie Chart Explorer Download Free
Pie Chart Explorer Toolbar ]]> Planner Ultimate 21 Jul 2010 18:32:39 +0000 Trip Planner Ultimate is a software program
which covers a wide range 09e8f5149f
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What's New in the Pie Chart Explorer?

It's a tool to create pie charts from various different types of data. You can use your own data (variable data are supported) and
generate pie charts for it. Pie Chart Explorer Features: * It allows you to select different types of data which you want to feed
into the software for creating pie charts. * All the types of data are listed together along with the specifications. * Different
colors are available to customize the look of your pie chart. * Pie chart has the ability to show more than one value. * Pie chart
elements (pieces) are displayed in ordered and then grouped. * You can zoom in/out the pie chart and can also drag and drop the
elements of the pie chart. * Sorting is available for pie elements. * You can easily compare the 2 pie charts. * Pie Chart
Explorer has fully adjustable percent and color preferences. * Pie chart entries can be cycled through. * Pie chart has been
created for you in order to help you. * Pie chart is available in various different formats. * Pie chart is fully customizable and
fully adjustable. * Pie chart elements are added to the pie chart on user requirement. * Pie Chart Explorer is an easy-to-use and
has great graphical look and feel. * Pie chart is very fast and easy to edit and modify. * Pie chart can be saved and can be
exported. * Pie chart can be imported, copied, edited and saved in many other formats. * Pie chart elements are grouped by
each different series. * Pie chart elements have been arranged in different ways for better usability. * Pie chart elements are
arranged for easy visibility. * Pie chart can be color coded for better visibility. * Pie chart can be formatted for better visibility.
* Pie chart has been created for you and is ready to use. * Pie chart is created in a way that works by the nature of your data. *
Pie chart elements are arranged by pie segment. * Pie chart segments can have titles. * Pie Chart Explorer allows you to
customize the pie chart theme for better look. * Pie Chart Explorer is created in a way that it is accessible to the end user. * Pie
chart is available in the same format as the data. * Pie chart is easy to manage and has been prepared for you. * Pie chart has
been created in a way that is easily customizable. * Pie chart can be read quickly
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10 Processor: 1.7 GHz Memory: 2 GB RAM Hard Disk: 60 GB free hard disk space
Video: Minimum 1024x768 display resolution Recommended: Processor: 3.0 GHz Memory: 4 GB RAM Video: Minimum
1280x1024 display resolution We use third-party cookies
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